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1. Introduction
NSH: Hey everyone, welcome back to another episode of the National Smart Home 
Show! Today, we have a special guest who's an expert in creating dream home theaters. 
Please welcome Tom Curnin from Bravo AV. Tom, it's great to have you here. How are 
you doing today?
Tom: Thanks for having me, Rob! I'm doing fantastic, excited to be here and talk about 
the magic of home theaters.

NSH: Awesome, we're thrilled to have you. We've got a lot to cover today, from the 
financial benefits to the cool factor, and even how a home theater stacks up against 
other big-ticket investments. So, let's dive right in!
Tom: Sounds like a plan, Rob. I'm ready when you are!

2. Financial Benefits
NSH: Alright, let's get down to brass tacks. A home theater is a significant investment, 
but what kind of return can homeowners expect? Is it really worth the money?
Tom: Great question, A home theater is indeed an investment, but it's one that pays off. 
According to Homes & Gardens, a well-designed home theater can offer up to a 65% 
return on investment. That's not just entertainment; that's adding real value to your 
home.

NSH: Wow, a 65% ROI is nothing to sneeze at. But how does that compare to other 
home improvements? I mean, could you get the same kind of return by renovating a 
kitchen or adding a deck?
Tom: You bring up a good point. While kitchen and deck renovations do add value, they 
often don't provide the same level of ROI as a home theater. Plus, a home theater has 
the added benefit of being a unique selling point that can make your home stand out in 
the market.

NSH: That's an excellent point. A home theater could be that "wow factor" that seals the 
deal for potential buyers.
Tom: Exactly, It's not just about the immediate enjoyment; it's about long-term value. 
And let's not forget, a home theater can also save you money in the long run by 
reducing the need for frequent outings to commercial cinemas.

NSH: Ah, the cost-effectiveness angle. So, it's like an investment that keeps on giving?
Tom: You got it, Rob. It's a win-win, both for now and for the future.

3. Quality and Components
NSH: So, Tom, we've talked about the financial benefits, but let's get into the nitty-gritty. 
How crucial is the quality of the components in a home theater setup?
Tom: Ah, Rob, you're hitting the nail on the head. Quality is paramount. You can't just 
throw in a budget projector and a couple of speakers and call it a day. The quality of 
your components directly correlates with the value it adds to your home and, of course, 
the overall experience.

NSH: Makes sense. So, what should people be looking for when they're choosing 
components?
Tom: Well, it starts with the projector. You want something that offers high resolution 
and brightness. We're big fans of Sony projectors, for instance. Then comes the screen, 
which should be acoustically transparent for the best sound experience. And let's not 
forget the audio system; it's half the experience!

NSH: Yes we know a movie is only as good as its sound. What about the audio-video 
receiver?
Tom: The AV receiver is like the brain of your home theater. It needs to be powerful 
enough to handle all your components. We often recommend Sony or Anthem products 
because they're reliable and offer excellent performance.

NSH: So, it's safe to say that skimping on quality could actually cost you in the long run?
Tom: Absolutely! Lower-quality components may need frequent replacements and won't 
add as much value to your home. Plus, you'll miss out on the immersive experience that 
a home theater is all about.

NSH: Great insights, Tom. Quality isn't just about the here and now; it's an investment in 
the future enjoyment and value of your home.
Tom: Couldn't have said it better myself, Rob.

4. Versatility and Year-Round Use
NSH: Moving on, let's talk about versatility. A home theater isn't just for Oscar season, 
right?
Tom: Oh, you're absolutely right. A home theater is a year-round investment. It's not just 
for movies; you can stream concerts, play video games, host sports events like the Super 
Bowl, or even have a Netflix binge weekend.

NSH: So, it's like the Swiss Army knife of entertainment?
Tom: Haha, exactly! It's a multi-purpose space that can adapt to your entertainment 
needs, no matter the season or occasion.

NSH: That's fantastic to hear. So, a home theater isn't just about keeping the family 
entertained; it's also about peace of mind, especially for parents, right?
Tom: You hit the nail on the head, Rob. A home theater becomes the go-to spot for your 
kids and their friends to hang out, play video games, and watch movies. This means you 
always know where they are and what they're doing, which is a huge relief for any 
parent. It's not just entertainment; it's also about creating a safe and enjoyable 
environment for your family.

5. The "Cool Factor"
NSH: Now, let's switch gears a bit and talk about the "cool factor." How does having a 
home theater affect your social life?
Tom: Ah, the "cool factor. Having a home theater instantly makes your home the go-to 
spot for movie nights, game days, and any other entertainment events. It's a social 
magnet.

NSH: So, you're saying it's not just about personal enjoyment; it's also a social 
investment?
Tom: Exactly, It's a space where you can host friends and family, making it not just a 
personal luxury but a communal one. Plus, let's be honest, it's just plain cool to say, 
"Hey, want to come over and watch the game in my home theater?"

NSH: Haha, who could resist an invitation like that? It sounds like a home theater offers 
a multi-faceted return on investment, from property value to personal well-being and 
even social standing.
Tom: Correct, It's not just about the dollars and cents or even the "cool factor." It's about 
enhancing your quality of life in a meaningful way.

6. Health and Well-being
NSH: Alright, Tom, we've covered a lot of ground, but there's one topic we haven't 
touched on yet: health and well-being. Can a home theater really contribute to that?
Tom: You bet, A home theater can be a sanctuary for mental and physical well-being. 
Think about it: you can escape the stresses of the day and immerse yourself in a 
cinematic experience right in the comfort of your own home.

NSH: So, it's like a form of escapism that's actually good for you?
Tom: Precisely, It's a controlled environment where you can unwind and relieve stress. 
The tranquility of a well-designed home theater can have therapeutic effects. Plus, the 
sound and visuals can be tailored to create a calming atmosphere, which is excellent for 
mental health.

NSH: Wow, I never thought about it that way. It's like having a spa day but for your mind 
and senses.
Tom: Absolutely, it's a space where families can come together and bond, which is 
beneficial for everyone's emotional well-being.

NSH: That's a great point, A home theater can be a place for quality family time, which is 
invaluable for mental health.
Tom: Spot on! It's not just a room; it's a wellness space that offers both entertainment 
and peace of mind.

7. Comparison to Other Investments
NSH: So, Tom, we've established that a home theater is a pretty solid investment. But 
how does it stack up against other big-ticket items like sports cars, pools, or even 
yachts?
Tom: Ah, the age-old question, Well, let's break it down. Starting with sports cars, they're 
fantastic and thrilling, but they're not practical for family enjoyment all year round. Plus, 
they depreciate the moment you drive them off the lot.

NSH: Good point. What about pools?
Tom: Pools are great for summer fun, Rob, but they're seasonal and require a lot of 
maintenance. Plus, not everyone sees a pool as a selling point when buying a home, so 
the ROI can be hit or miss.

NSH: Makes sense. And yachts?
Tom: Ah, the ultimate luxury, But yachts come with enormous upkeep costs and are also 
seasonal for most people. Plus, you're limited to water locations for your enjoyment.

NSH: So, it sounds like a home theater offers more bang for your buck?
Tom: A home theater is a year-round investment that the whole family can enjoy. It adds 
value to your home and doesn't have the seasonal limitations or maintenance 
headaches of pools and yachts.

NSH: Any other significant investments you'd compare it to?
Tom: Some people invest in high-end art or rare collectibles, but those don't offer the 
same level of active enjoyment and versatility as a home theater. They might appreciate 
in value, but they're not something you can actively use and enjoy on a daily basis.

NSH: That's a compelling argument, Tom. A home theater seems like a well-rounded 
investment that offers both financial and lifestyle benefits.
Tom: It's not just about the money; it's about enriching your life in multiple ways.

8. Planning and Budgeting
NSH: Alright, Tom, we've covered a lot of ground today. But before we wrap up, let's talk 
about planning and budgeting. How important is it to have a plan and a realistic budget 
when investing in a home theater?
Tom: Planning and budgeting are crucial. A home theater is a significant investment, 
and you want to make sure you're getting the most bang for your buck. Without proper 
planning, you could end up overspending or, worse, cutting corners and compromising 
on quality.

NSH: So, what should people consider when setting a budget?
Tom: First off, you need to consider the size and scope of your project. Are you 
converting an existing room, or are you building from scratch? Then, factor in the cost of 
quality components, which we discussed earlier. Don't forget installation and calibration 
costs, as these are essential for optimal performance.

NSH: That's a lot to consider. Any tips on how to plan effectively?
Tom: You need to start by consulting professionals who can guide you through the 
process. They can help you set a realistic budget and timeline. Also, prioritize your must-
haves and nice-to-haves. This way, you can allocate your budget effectively without 
compromising on essentials.

NSH: Great advice, Tom. So, planning and budgeting are not just about controlling costs; 
they're about maximizing value.
Tom: Exactly, A well-planned and budgeted home theater is a smart investment that will 
bring you years of enjoyment and even add value to your home.

9. Conclusion
NSH: Wow, Tom, this has been an incredibly enlightening conversation. Before we sign 
off, any final thoughts you'd like to share with our audience?
Tom: Absolutely, Investing in a home theater is not just about creating an entertainment 
space; it's about enhancing your quality of life. From financial benefits and increasing 
your home's value to providing a versatile, year-round entertainment hub, and even 
contributing to your mental and physical well-being, a home theater is a well-rounded 
investment.

NSH: So, it's safe to say that a home theater is more than just a room; it's a lifestyle 
choice that offers numerous benefits.
Tom: It's a smart investment that pays dividends in multiple ways, from financial returns 
to lifestyle enhancements and even social standing. It's not just a room; it's a life-
enhancing space.

NSH: Well said, Tom. Thank you for sharing your insights and expertise with us today. 
I'm sure our audience now has a much clearer understanding of why a home theater is 
a wise investment.
Tom: It's been a pleasure, If anyone is considering investing in a home theater, I hope 
this conversation helps guide you in making an informed decision.

And there we have it, folks! This comprehensive interview with Tom of Bravo AV has 
shed light on the multifaceted benefits of investing in a home theater. From financial 
gains and quality components to versatility, social benefits, health and well-being, and 
even comparisons to other significant investments, we've covered it all.

Thank you for joining us, and we hope this has been as enlightening for you as it has 
been for us.

Visit our Showroom!

While this article is very informative, nothing beats seeing it yourself.  Please call us to 
see up and appointment to experience our home theater showroom.

Tom Curnin, the owner of Bravo AV, is a CEDIA Professional Designer, THX certified 
professional home theater Level 1 and Home Acoustic Alliance trained to Level II. Bravo AV is 
a HTA (Home Technology Association) Certified Install Firm. Tom may be reached at 908-953-
0555 or Tom@BravoAV.com.  
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